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What are Muons?

µ+/-
Properties

• Sub-atomic particles
• Heavy electron / Light proton
•Implanted into a sample
• Lifetime 2.2 ms
• µSR experiments in TS1

Importance of Simulations
• Started approx. 10 years ago
• Important for interpreting experiments
• Muon Spectroscopy Computational Project is part of this 

approach

Implantation site



Muon Spectroscopy Computational Project

pymuon-suite
muon stopping sites

Muspinsim
spin dynamics of systems of a muon 
plus other spins

pm-nq
muon quantum effects

MuDirac
treat muonic atoms

Muon Galaxy Leandro Liborio-TCPG, Patrick Austin-DSEG, Eli Chadwick-TCPG, Alejandra G. Beltran-DSEG

Sustainable, User-friendly and Reproducible Software Tools for Interpreting Muon Experiments

https://muon-spectroscopy-computational-project.github.io

https://muon-spectroscopy-computational-project.github.io/


Theoretical Basis of our Variant of the UEP Method

Schematic electrostatic potential 
landscape.  Similar minima, 
different attractor. 
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FIG. S1. (color online). Calculated electrostatic potential for the unperturbed solid. Blue coloring indicates regions that are
attractive to a positive charge, red regions repel a positive charge. Below and above the end of the scale the color coding is
blue and red respectively with no further gradient. The scale is relative and cannot be compared between di↵erent compounds.
Ions are drawn at their ionic radii. Li (blue), F (green), Ca (red), Co (magenta). The c axis is vertical. Arrows indicate the
dia- and paramagnetic muon sites obtained through a full relaxation, which agree with the experimentally determined muon
sites. In CoF2 the muonium site is close to the octahedral site that also hosts the diamagnetic muon. Note also that the muon
zero point energy, characterizing the extent of its delocalization in the absence of bonding, is about 0.8 eV in the F–µ–F state
and about 0.2� 0.6 eV as muonium, see tables I and II in the main text.

For Mu in CoF2 the dipolar coupling was estimated
from the dipolar coupling to the Co moments only. The
Mu electron spin density is approximately spherically
symmetric and therefore only yields a small contribution
to the dipolar coupling, which has been neglected. The
Co moment was assumed to be 2.64µB and the pertur-
bation of the n.n. moment was taken to be �25% (the
calculated reduction of the spin-only moment). The per-
turbation of the spin-only moments of the other Co ions
in the supercell was negligible. At di↵erent levels of ap-
proximation the dipolar coupling is 0.49 T (unperturbed
crystal), 0.72 T (crystallographic distortions only) and
0.52 T (crystallographic distortions and perturbation of
the n.n. Co moment), all are along c and have the same
sign as the contact coupling.

II. COMPARISON WITH ELECTROSTATIC
POTENTIAL

There has been considerable interest recently in iden-
tifying muon sites by locating the minima of the elec-
trostatic potential of the unperturbed host (calculated
at varying levels of complexity).S8–S12 In this section we
compare the sites of the dia- and paramagnetic muons ob-
tained through a full ionic relaxation (which, as demon-
strated, are in excellent agreement with the experimen-
tal sites) with the location of the minima of the elec-
trostatic potential of the unperturbed solid. We define
electrostatic potential to mean the inverted sum of the
conventional Hartree and ionic potentials (convention-
ally defined to be positive in regions that repel elec-
tronic charge density). The calculated electrostatic po-
tentials are shown in Fig. S1 for three of the compounds
of this series. It is evident that the minima of the elec-
trostatic potential do not coincide in general with the

correct dia- or paramagnetic muon sites.S13 In the dia-
magnetic case this is due to the interaction of the muon
with its host and in particular the formation of the molec-
ular F–µ–F state which, having the strongest known hy-
drogen bond,S14 releases a substantial amount of energy
upon formation. While interstitial muonium generally
interacts more weakly with the host due to the screening
by the Mu electron, this screening also makes muonium
less sensitive to the host’s electrostatic potential and the
site of muonium localization is mainly determined by the
space required to accommodate the Mu electron. Muo-
nium could also be located in a bond-centered rather than
an interstitial location, in which case there usually is a
significant interaction with the lattice.S15,S16 As argued
in the main text, the muon can have an exceptionally
large zero-point energy which needs to be taken into ac-
count if di↵erent candidate sites are investigated (in this
series the ionic relaxation only yielded a single dia- and
paramagnetic site). It is therefore clear that muon sites
should not be assigned to the minima of the electrostatic
potential of the unperturbed solid without detailed anal-
ysis.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SEARCH FOR F–µ–F
STATE IN COBALT(II) FLUORIDE

A powder sample of CoF2 (Sigma Aldrich 236128) was
wrapped in 25 µm silver foil and mounted in a 4He cryo-
stat on the GPS instrument at the Paul Scherrer In-
stitut in Switzerland. Above the critical temperature
of 37.85 K, we observed oscillations in the muon de-
cay asymmetry A(t) characteristic of an F–µ–F state,
see Fig. S2. The data were fitted to

A(t) = A1 exp(��1t)Dz(t) +Abg exp(��bgt), (S1)
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Possible muon sites in YF3 (left and center) and LiF (right). Label A identifies the expected site in both compounds.
Localization volume surfaces are shown in dark yellow for YF3 and in Fig. 1(c) for LiF. Please note that we are showing unrelaxed lattice
structures.

reproduce the experimental fast decay of the µSR signal. Site
C is a local minimum for the structural relaxation, and this
is where a proton would remain trapped. The effect of ZPM
here is important, and because of the large delocalization,
the muon gets out of the local minimum and reaches site A
as a consequence of the gradual atomic position relaxation.
This behavior is moreover energetically favored if we look
at the total energies for the µ+-sample system given by
our DFT simulations. The total energies for sites A, B, and
C are reported in Table I. We see that the inclusion of
relaxation effects allows us to recover the agreement with
the experimental findings: site A has a total energy which is
0.89 eV lower with respect to site B and is thus confirmed to
be the muon stopping site in LiF. The formation of the F-µ+-F
complex has important consequences on µ+ delocalization in
LiF. Indeed, lattice relaxation breaks the lattice periodicity,
while the µ+ forms a bond with F enhancing localization and
hindering µ+ diffusion across the material, in agreement with
the experimental evidence.

The results of our calculations are confirmed by a com-
parison with experimental data. The expected depolarizations
for sites A, B, and C are shown in Fig. 3. It is clear that
the time dependencies of the muon polarization for the three
inequivalent sites are very different, allowing us to discard
sites B and C. Only site A is compatible with the observed
asymmetry spectra. The other two locations for µ+ give
significantly worse fits (site C) and nonphysical values for the
local modification of the bond length and distances between

TABLE I. Results for the structural optimization with µ+ in the
interstitial positions A, B, and C (see text and Fig. 2). Site A is always
the experimental or predicted site. F-µ+ is the distance between the
µ+ and its nearest-neighbor F atom(s), Ei − EA are the DFT ground-
state energies of the relaxed structures referred to EA.

LiF YF3

A B C A B C

F-µ+ distance (Å) 1.15 1.56 1.01 0.144 1.134 1.144
Ei − EA (eV) 0 0.89 0.54 0 −0.64 0.36

µ+ and F nuclei (site B). Fitting the experimental results with
rµ+−F as a free parameter in Eq. (5), we find that the distorted
crystal structure obtained from DFT calculations reproduces
the experimental F-F distance11 with ∼1% precision.

V. YF3

To find the muon sites’ positions, DFT calculations are more
important in YF3 than in LiF. First of all, experimental data
alone do not allow an unambiguous site identification by the
F-µ+-F signal because too many inequivalent µ+ interstitial
positions are available in the primitive cell. Secondly, the
Coulomb potential for the unperturbed bulk crystal shows
only one minimum in ( 1

2 , 1
2 ,0) that yields a depolarization

which cannot capture the experimental asymmetry spectra.
Moreover, here the depolarization signal is only roughly
captured by the axial F-µ+-F expectations as shown in Fig. 4.
Therefore, a reliable muon site assignment in YF3 can only
be achieved through DFT calculations. Following the same
procedure used with LiF, we relaxed the lattice structure with
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Expected µ+ asymmetry spectra for
optimized muon sites and atomic coordinates in powdered LiF. Sites
are labeled as in Fig. 1. Calculations include only the neighboring
atoms that give rise to couplings higher than one-tenth of the
maximum coupling constant [see Eq. (5); the number of F atoms
considered depends on the µ+ interstitial site]). Position A gives the
best agreement with the measured data.11
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• Efficient method to scan 3D electrostatic potential of samples

• Uses clusters to determine the ‘attractor size’ and value of electrostatic potential’s minima

• Relies on only ONE DFT simulation of the unperturbed host material

• Tested in many systems and proven reliable.  However, users must exercise scientific criteria when analyzing results form 
the method

S. Sturniolo and L. Liborio, The Journal of Chemical Physics, 153, 044111 (2020)
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Workflow for Finding the µ+ stopping site 
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FIG. 1. Predicted (a) tetragonal (T) and (b) octahedral (O) � stopping sites in Cu
bcc.

FIG. 2. Predicted � stopping site in TiO2 rutile. � close to Oapical with OH line in the
ab plane.

in fcc copper: one in a tetrahedral site and the other in an octahe-
dral site (Fig. 1). The cluster with the largest number of structures
and the lowest average energy is the one that places the muon in the
octahedral site.

In TiO2 rutile, transverse field �SR measurements performed
in the MUSR instrument at ISIS(UK)22 identified muon stopping
sites where the muon has a low temperature ground state and a high
temperature excited state, both corresponding to a muon bound to
one of the six O atoms that form an octahedron around the Ti3+

FIG. 4. Predicted O[111] and cubic (C) � stopping sites in Fe3O4.

FIG. 5. Planar region for the predicted O�111� � stopping site in Fe3O4.

at the center of the TiO2 rutile unit cell. Each one of these stop-
ping sites has a different O–Ti3+ bonding configuration, with the
ground state formed by bonding the muon to the in-plane oxygen
atoms that lie in the same plane as Ti3+. These two sites are related
by symmetry and are only distinguished by the electronic structure
of the TiO2 rutile. The cluster with the largest number of struc-
tures and the lowest average energy predicted by the UEP method
is the one that places the muon at the ground state described above
(Fig. 2).

Regarding MnSi, transverse field �SR experiments carried out
at the GPS instrument in PSI (Switzerland)23 identified the stopping
site of the muon to be along the 4a-I Wyckoff axis of symmetry, in
the MnSi unit cell. The stopping site was identified to have the frac-
tional coordinates given by (0.532, 0.532, 0.532). The UEP method
predicted four potential stopping sites: a highly symmetric one (S)

FIG. 3. Predicted S, A1, A2, and A3 � stopping sites in MnSi.

J. Chem. Phys. 153, 044111 (2020); doi: 10.1063/5.0012381 153, 044111-5

Published under license by AIP Publishing
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µ+ stopping 
sites

Workflow for Finding the µ+ stopping site: command line tools
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at the center of the TiO2 rutile unit cell. Each one of these stop-
ping sites has a different O–Ti3+ bonding configuration, with the
ground state formed by bonding the muon to the in-plane oxygen
atoms that lie in the same plane as Ti3+. These two sites are related
by symmetry and are only distinguished by the electronic structure
of the TiO2 rutile. The cluster with the largest number of struc-
tures and the lowest average energy predicted by the UEP method
is the one that places the muon at the ground state described above
(Fig. 2).

Regarding MnSi, transverse field �SR experiments carried out
at the GPS instrument in PSI (Switzerland)23 identified the stopping
site of the muon to be along the 4a-I Wyckoff axis of symmetry, in
the MnSi unit cell. The stopping site was identified to have the frac-
tional coordinates given by (0.532, 0.532, 0.532). The UEP method
predicted four potential stopping sites: a highly symmetric one (S)

FIG. 3. Predicted S, A1, A2, and A3 � stopping sites in MnSi.
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µ+ stopping 
sites

Workflow for Finding the µ+ stopping site in

PyMuonSuite AIRSS UEP Optimise
run UEP optimisation

PyMuonSuite AIRSS Cluster
run clustering for optimised 
structures

PyMuonSuite AIRSS UEP Optimise
run UEP optimisation

PyMuonSuite AIRSS Cluster
run clustering for optimised structures
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Workflow for Finding the µ+ stopping site in

µ+ stopping 
sites

PyMuonSuite AIRSS UEP Optimise
run UEP optimisation

PyMuonSuite AIRSS Cluster
run clustering for optimised 
structures

https://muongalaxy.stfc.ac.uk/ 

https://muongalaxy.stfc.ac.uk/


DFT Relaxation of Pure Host material with  

YOU NEED A 
PROPERLY 

CONVERGED 
SIMULATION

Pr2Rh3Ge5

Cu

• Can provide access to Scarf cluster
• Can provide basic support for CASTEP simulations
• Need 3 files:
• Cu.castep (main CASTEP output file )
• Cu.den_fmt (CASTEP charge density file)
• Cu-out.cell (CASTEP structural file for the 

relaxed host material)

1



PyMuonSuite AIRSS UEP Optimise:



PyMuonSuite AIRSS Cluster:



Workflow creation:



Galaxy Tools for XAS Data Processing 

460 Data Intelligence

A Workfl ow Demonstrator for Processing Catalysis Research Data

implemented using Demeter and Larch (one for each). The Demeter version is scripted in Perl and allows 

running the same process as the manual workflow. The main difference is that the interface is text based 

and the operations are presented in a text menu. The Larch version of the scripted workflow is implemented 

using Larch and Jupyter Notebooks (Python). Finally, two managed versions of the workflow were designed 

to be executed using Nextflow [12] in combination with Larch and Demeter.

The first three versions of the workflow were fully implemented and used in demonstrations while the 

Nextflow managed version is in the process of being implemented for execution on a high-performance 

computing environment. 

A. Overview

B. Detailed view

 Figure 3. Overview and detailed view of the XAS processing workfl ow.
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Larch 
Athena

Larch FEFF

Larch 
Artemis

Larch Select Paths

Portions of the existing workflow are covered by 
different “tools” in Galaxy. Each tool executes a Python 
script which uses the Larch library:

• Larch Athena:
• Processing and Normalization of raw data
• Cropping energy range of data
• Outputs Athena project file and plots

• Larch FEFF:
• Load from cif and converts to FEFF input file (or loads 

FEFF input directly)
• Outputs zipped directory of FEFF paths

• Larch Select Paths:
• Selects which paths from Larch FEFF to use
• Defines GDS parameters for these paths

• Larch Artemis:
• Performs fitting on FEFF paths
• Outputs report on fitting and plots

Have also implemented a 5th tool for combining and 
plotting results from multiple files (not shown on 
diagram).



Conclusions and Future Work

• Our version of the UEP method can be efficiently used to predict muon stopping sites.

• It can be run as a command-line tool or in muongalaxy. 

• The method requires properly converged CASTEP DFT simulations.

• We will officially release this method at 2024 Muon Intn’l Workshop @ STFC.

• Working on expanding Galaxy to XAS catalysis experiments -> Materials Galaxy



Muon Spectroscopy Computational Project
https://muon-spectroscopy-computational-project.github.io/
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